
 

  

Frequently asked questions 

 

Pre-Sales 

1. Is it possible to connect a printer, scanner and/or PC to a Puro® scale? 

All Puro® scales can be connected to the Puro® printer using the cable supplied. To initiate a print 

command, simply press the -key briefly. The print settings can be changed in the menu 

under [OP.FUNC]. The relevant details are given in the manual.  

The Puro® Count Scale can also be connected simultaneously to the Puro® printer and the Puro® 

scanner via the Y-cable supplied. The control commands for using the Puro® Count scale 

simultaneously with the Puro® printer and scanner are listed in the manual. 

All Puro® scales can be connected to a PC with a standard USB-C cable. You cannot use the 

supplied power cable for this purpose. The control commands are listed in the manual or under 

question 2. 

 

2. Is it possible to control a Puro® scale remotely, e.g. via a PC?  

All Puro® scales can be connected to a PC. Before the Puro® scale can be controlled via the PC, 

install a suitable terminal program and the "CH340" driver on the PC. Open the terminal program 

and make sure that the baud number matches that of the Puro® scale. Afterwards, the Puro® 

scale can be controlled with the following commands. 

I.  Depending on your terminal program, enter "ESC" or the ASCII code for "ESC" to start the 

input. 

II. Enter the following commands or the ASCII code for one of the following commands:  

 

 

 

 

 

III. Enter "CRLF" or the ASCII code for "CRLF". Depending on your terminal program you also 

need to press a start button. 

The command is now executed and the Puro® scale can be controlled via your PC. 

 

3. Is it possible to save product data? 

The Puro® Count scale is able to store data for up to 30 products via the "Memory Function". The 

process is described in detail in the manual. 

 

 

 

Command Function 

P Show the display value on the PC 

Z Zero the display 

T Tare the display 



 

  

 

4. Which application packages are available? 

There is an extensive application package available for the Puro® compact scales (SmallTall, 

SmallFlat, LargeTall, LargeFlat): It is called Advanced Application Package and includes the 

following functions: Weighing, weighing in percent, counting, check weighing, check percentage, 

check counting, averaging, totalization, display freeze.  

An application package ideally tailored to the counting function is available for the Puro® Count 

Scale. It includes the following functions: Weighing, counting, check weighing, check counting, 

totalization. 

An application package with the following functions is available for the Puro® Indicator: 

Weighing, counting, check weighing, check counting, totalization. 

 

5. Is the pit installation of floor platforms and scales at ground level possible? 

For each Puro® floor platform and scale, a suitable pit frame is available for ground-level 

installation. The pit frames are available in different sizes as well as in different material versions 

(painted / stainless steel). A pit plan is also available. Please note that the platform must be 

aligned in the concrete pit. Alternatively, ramps in the corresponding designs are available for all 

floor platforms and scales. 

 

6. Is it possible to connect an additional platform to a Puro® scale? 

A second platform can be connected to the Puro® Count scale, as it has a second analogue-digital 

converter. The YP-CSO1 cable is used for this purpose. The cable is included in every spare parts 

box "Compact". 

 

7. Is it possible to operate a Puro® scale on a mobile basis and how long is the mobile operating 

time? 

All Puro® scales can be operated mobile. The mobile operating time is up to 500 hours.  

 

8. What needs to be payed attention to when cleaning the device? 

All Puro® scales should be cleaned at regular intervals. The device should be disconnected from 

the power supply during cleaning. The device can be cleaned with a slightly damp cloth. All traces 

of corrosive substances should be removed regularly*. 

*To prevent damage to the balance or platform, follow all instructions and rules in the manual.  

 

9. How often should the balance be serviced? 

It is recommended to have all Puro® scales serviced by an authorized service representative on 

an annual basis to ensure long-term performance and functionality. 

 

 

 

 



 

  

10. How can a flexible weighing container (e.g. a sack or bag) be weighed? 

For optimal weighing of flexible weighing containers, underfloor weighing can be performed with 

all Puro® compact scales. An underfloor weighing hook is used for this purpose.  The underfloor 

weighing hook is part of every spare parts box "Compact" 



 

  

After-Sales 

 

1. The Puro® scale does not display a weight when loaded. What could be the reason for this? 

All Puro® compact scales are equipped with a transport lock. If this has not been removed, an 

untraceable weight value is displayed which may change little or not at all. The transport lock is 

located on the bottom of the scale; it is a red screw which has to be completely removed.  

 

2. While selecting applications, a certain application, e.g. checkweighing or animal weighing, is 

not displayed. What is the reason for this? 

The applications that can be selected using the mode function (long press of the -key) can 

be activated or deactivated. This setting can be made in the menu under the "APLIC" selection 

item. Each application can be either activated ("ON") or deactivated ("OFF"). If an application has 

been activated, it can be found in the selection (long pressing of the -key). 

 

3. Is it possible to combine individual applications? 

All Puro® scales equipped with the "Checkweighing" application and additionally with the 

"Counting" and/or "Weighing in Percent" applications can be combined with each other to create 

the "Checkweighing" and "Checkweighing Percent" applications. In addition all applications 

except the "Freeze display" (D.HOLD) and animal weighing (AVERAG) can be combined with the 

Totalizing function. To totalize values, simply press the -key briefly. This results in the 

following overall picture for combining the applications: 

 

Puro® Compact Scale Advanced: Check Counting or Check Percent and additionally Totalizing 

Puro® Indicator: Control counting and additional totalizing 

Puro® Count: Control counting and additional totalizing 

 

4. How can spare parts be ordered? 

Like every Puro® product, spare parts can be ordered at www.puroscales.com. A demand-

oriented spare parts box is available for each product group. Individual spare parts can also be 

ordered, including cable junction boxes and load cells for floor platforms and scales.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.puroscales.com/


 

  

5. How does the navigation through the menu work? 

Call up the menu by pressing the -key until MENU is displayed. The four buttons on 

the keypad are also labelled with YES-NO-BACK-EXIT at the bottom to make it easier to 

navigate through the menu settings. 

- YES accepts the displayed setting and advances to the next menu item. 

- NO skips the displayed menu / rejects the setting or item and advances to the next available 

item. 

- BACK moves backwards through the menus. 

- EXIT exits the menu directly to the active weighing mode. 
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